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Waygu® Now Available Across Western Canada with StrEATS 
Kitchens® Restaurant Partnership 

 

VANCOUVER BC, June 23, 2023 Wamame Foods Inc. (the "Company" or "Wamame") is delighted to partner with 
StrEATS Kitchens® throughout Western Canada as Wamame’s premium plant protein strip product Waygu®, is 
now being served at all strEATS® restaurants as a regular menu item.  

With over 20 locations, strEATS’s food is inspired from the streets, blending flavours, and delivering them in 
surprisingly delicious ways by only using fresh, high-quality ingredients to always deliver excellence. strEATS® is well 
known for innovative food as well as sustainable healthy options for their consumers and offers a versatile menu 
across many food categories. the strEATS® menu rotates based on current street food trends to ensure its brand is 
always market relevant. 
 
“We are excited to be part of strEATS® menu, helping them not only create elevated, market relevant menu options, 
but also meet their sustainability and healthy objectives for their consumers,” commented Mr. Jarrett Malnarich, 
CEO of Wamame Foods. “Our products fit perfectly with strEATS® menu options as Waygu® is extremely versatile 
and can be used across many food categories as an elevated, premium protein to build any innovative meal.”  
 
Waygu® is a premium, sustainable, plant-based strip meat, and the world’s first true alternative to wagyu beef 
with its unprecedented meat-like texture, mouth feel and taste. Tender and delicious, Waygu® is extremely 
versatile, lending itself to a multitude of culinary traditions. 

 
About Wamame Foods Inc. 
 
Wamame Foods Inc. based in Vancouver BC, is focused on the development and distribution of innovative, premium 
plant-based Japanese-Asian meat alternatives. To date, the Company has created and launched Waygu™, a brand 
representing the highest quality of plant-based meat alternative products. Wamame’s products are targeted at a 
growing common core consumer group referred to as “flexitarians” in the industry, that is an individual looking to 
substitute animal proteins in their diet with plant proteins. The Company tests and validates its products in high-
end, top-rated restaurants around the world and brings them to market through diversified distribution networks 
that include “food service” and “direct to consumer” channels. 
 
 


